Limoncello: Experience the new high gastronomic Italian restaurant

A new challenge and at the same time an invitation for the admirers of high gastronomy by Limoncello, the new Italian restaurant at Terra Maris Convention & Golf Resort, in Hersonissos, Crete

May 27, 2009 - PRLog -- In a classy interior, and exterior, excellent aesthetic space, next to the main pool of Terra Maris, Limoncello will amaze you for many reasons. The creative, stylish cuisine of the Italian Chef Matteo Masciocchi is certainly a good reason, which is even better if one considers the passion and skill with which he by himself makes the pens, the fuzzily, y the taliatelles, the ravioli, the macaroni, and the niocci. The harmony of flavours, resulting from combinations of imaginative fiction of the chef, the highest quality materials used, the riot of colours in imaginative presentations of dishes, with attention to detail, will carry your senses on a journey of sophisticated pleasures.

Here is another reason! The charming, friendly, warm and simple but luxurious environment is the perfect setting to relax and live the experience of a gourmet dinner at Limoncello.

In addition, smell the delicate scent of a good wine, taste it, learn its secrets and share them with your special guests, who appreciate the genuine emotions.

Finally, the impeccable service, the effortless and unassuming politeness and the unbroken attention of the experienced staff, in itself, is the reason that Limoncello, either for leisure or business dinner will “win” your heart forever.

Limoncello will not only exceed the highest expectations but will transform your dinner into a special event and an unforgettable memory.

# # #

About Maris Convention & Golf Resorts

Maris Hotels belonging to Metaxas group of companies have been active in Crete since 1975, the year in which the first hotel of the chain - Creta Maris Convention & Golf Resort - began its operation. A model hotel constituting a pilot for the development of quality tourism, and a starting point for the tourist evaluation of the greater area by attracting tourists of a higher level income. Today the hotel chain is comprised of 2 luxurious units, Creta Maris and Terra Maris Convention & Golf Resort built in beautiful areas, with a total of 1.400 beds, whilst employing approximately 500 staff members.
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